


Transportation and Logistics play a vital role within every industry –– moving 
essential products and people from Point A to Point B. The world of 
Transportation and Logistics requires documentation of countless moving parts 
–– whether from packaging and storage, to scheduling and vendor collaboration, 
this is an important job that should not be tasked to paper forms and filing.

Using mobile forms, documenting logistical progress and collaborating with a 
multitude of vendors and teams, can be simplified. Mobile forms can be 
‘app-like’ with quick input fields or can be identical, digital versions of your 
existing forms and documents with a familiar look and feel. With mobile access 
to your documents, forms can be dispatched to transportation teams, completed 
from anywhere (even offline in rural regions), and accessed instantly by the 
backoffice for immediate processing and analysis.

Introduction



Using Mobile Forms
With intuitive features to guide data 
input, mobile forms help teams reduce 
redundancies and errors, while expediting 
form completion and processing.

These digital documents allow for the 
inclusion of new data types (like Images, 
Maps and Sketches) and simplified 
signature capture. Using GPS data 
fields, ensure your transportation team 
has completed their documents from 
the right place, at the right time, and 
seamlessly track their progress.

Jumpstart your digital optimization with 
the following four mobile forms for 
Transportation and Logistics.



Acting as both a contract between the shipper 
and carrier, and a receipt of completed shipment, 
the Bill of Lading is a vital logistics document.

Bill of Lading

With cloud storage, mobile Bills of Lading don’t 
need to be manually carried from Point A to 
Point B. Instead, forms can be instantly shared 
and completed once a shipment is delivered. 
Using Digital Signatures, Bills of Lading can be 
quickly approved. Leveraging Checkboxes, 
delivered goods can be quickly reviewed and 
approved.

Date Fields

GPS Signature

Checkbox

KEY FEATURES



Using Automatic Calculations, you can rest easy 
knowing estimated costs are accurate and 
completed efficiently. Leveraging Automatic 
Workflows, completed Quotes can be instantly 
routed to stakeholders, improving response times.

Digital Quotes allow for the rapid provision of 
transportation estimates for prospective clients. 
Rather than waiting to email or hand deliver a 
quote after the fact, digital Quotes can be 
instantly generated and digitally signed.

Signature

Quotes

Signature

KEY FEATURES

Cloud Storage

Auto-Calculations

Date Fields

Quote



Invoices disclose key details and expenses of a 
shipping agreement, as well as the value of 
goods carried.

Invoice

Automatic Calculations can ensure the accuracy
of documented expenses and the value of 
carried goods. With Cloud storage, Invoices can 
be quickly referenced throughout the logistical 
and transportation process.

Signature

Cloud Storage

Text Fields

Invoice

KEY FEATURES

Auto-Calculations



Not every delivery can be completed perfectly 
–– mobile Inspection Forms can help document 
the quality and value of goods upon shipment, 
and guarantee delivered goods are up to par.

Inspection Form

Inspection

Date Fields

GPS

Image Fields

Signature

KEY FEATURES

Using Checkboxes, quickly assess the arrival 
and quality of specific items. Using Image fields, 
easily capture damages, imperfections and other 
concerns.

Inspection

Checkbox










